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Xlibris Corporation. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 232 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x
6.5in. x 0.6in.Told through journal entries representing four interrelated voices from different
generations, Times Fool is an intricately crafted novel about the ageless human conflict between
flesh and spirit. Its hero, Galton Morrow is a middle-aged Progressive physician and venereal
disease expert, who, in 1907, is dripping with noblesse oblige and intent on saving the less fortunate
souls of Boston from the wages of their ignorance, hypocrisy, and vice. Galton has always viewed
himself as a savior of humanity. Having worked his way up into the best of Boston society-and
society wives-he has always prided himself on his unusual, but unquestionably illustrious origins:
while to Boston society he may seem to have started out poor and undistinguished, he is in fact the
product of a scientific breeding experiment (stirpiculture) conducted at the Oneida Colony, an
unusually successful utopian community played out in upstate New York during the latter half of
the nineteenth century. Members of the Oneida Colony lived under a system of communism that
advocated shared property, pleasurable work, and free and open sexual relations-as long as all
sexual couplings were arranged and approved by community leaders....
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This composed pdf is fantastic. It normally will not expense too much. You will like how the writer write this publication.
-- Dr . Jer a ld Ha nsen-- Dr . Jer a ld Ha nsen

This composed ebook is wonderful. I could comprehended almost everything out of this composed e ebook. You may like just how the blogger publish this
ebook.
-- Dr . Cesa r  Ma r qua r dt Jr .-- Dr . Cesa r  Ma r qua r dt Jr .
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